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Welcome to the Friends of Clinks Care Farm newsletter. We hope it will keep you
up to date with everything on the farm, and also help you to stay in touch with
friends, past and present. If you have an article to contribute to a future
newsletter, maximum 250 words, or photographs, we would be delighted to
receive them. The deadline for the next letter is 21st August, and articles should
be sent to: newsletter.foccf@gmail.com

It’s certainly busy down on the farm! Not only is everything looking amazing with
all the new growth, but Clinks Care Farm are thrilled to announce that they came
first in the Rural Enterprise category of the Countryside Alliance Awards.
The Judges said: “Clinks Care Farm is a unique and exceptional rural enterprise
and has developed into an essential part of the local community and region to
support the most disadvantaged members of their communities. Doeke has been
instrumental in introducing and encouraging care farms in the UK after having
done the same in Holland. He has shown passion trying to get funding through all
sorts of schemes to help patients in South Norfolk. It is hard to imagine where
those they have helped would be today without Clinks Care Farm.” Iris has written
about their trip to The House of Lords later in the newsletter.
The Friends are starting a new monthly
draw as a fund-raising venture. All the
details will soon be on the Clinks Care
Farm website, so please take a look and
sign up for a chance to win a cash prize
and help the work of the Farm at the
same time.
The next event coming up is the popular Ceilidh on 9th June. Tickets are on sale
at Saxons in Beccles and at the Farm. Last year was a sell-out so get your tickets
now!

CLINKS CARE FARM FOOTBALL MATCH
The weather was the best it could be for the first Clinks Care Farm Charity Cup. As the
smell from the barbecue drifted across the Bungay Town FC ground the crowds began to
arrive. Friends, family, players and the public all congregated around the clubhouse as the
excitement started to rise. The players grouped round the livestock trailer waiting to find
out which team they would be representing. Clinks Trotters v. Clinks Hooves, then into the
changing rooms to prepare. As the two teams proudly walked onto the pitch in their kits a
very quick and unorthodox warm up took place (Doeke making it look more like an
audition for a ballet!) Water was taken on board and then on to the pitch ready for kick
off. The teams looked amazing as team captains Colin and Nathan met with the referee
Doeke Jr. in the centre circle. With all of the formalities finalised the whistle blew and we
were off. Some of the greatest football ever to have graced the Bungay first team pitch
was seen, passing, dribbling, crossing and shots. A fantastic effort from every single
player showing footballing skills and most of all laughter. A very tight game with goals
from both sides. Doeke was shown a red card for his on-pitch celebrations with the team.
This did not stop him coaching from the sidelines just as long as the ref didn't see! Second
half it was Iris who took control, making changes to allow more attacking football. This
created some great chances with every team member focusing on attacking the goal.
PENALTY to the Trotters after the ref saw a challenge in the box. The shot was saved but
the attacks kept coming, and with only 6 minutes to go the score was Trotters 4-6
Hooves. A goal was expertly scored by link play between all players, now 5-6 with 1
minute to go! Trotters had a corner and as the ball was crossed the ref concluded that
there was a handball in the box and another penalty was awarded and a red card shown
to Mike! Penalty was taken.............. GOAL!! 6-6 and the final whistle was blown. What an
amazing game.
The barbecue was busy from start to finish with sales of our own burgers and sausages
being well received by everyone.
The auction afterwards was brilliant, lots of strong bids and competition for the items.
We would like to thank ex-pros Adrian Forbes and Darren Kenton for their amazing
playing, and Musker McIntyre, the Waveney River Centre, the Co-op and Greenvale for
sponsoring the match.
The Friends of Clinks Care Farm are pleased to record a profit of £2295.50. Well done
everyone!
Mike Jackson

COUNTRYSIDE ALLIANCE AWARDS
“. . . . and the winner in the Rural Enterprise category is Clinks Care Farm”.
This was announced at the House of Lords on 25th April. The ceremony was attended by
Doeke, Iris, Penny, Linda and Andy from Clinks Care Farm.
We travelled to London by car and stopped off for refreshments (and to spend 20 minutes
arranging Doeke’s tie!) before we descended to the underground to take the train to
Westminster. We were so excited about going to the Awards ceremony that we were ½
hour early and were told to come back later at Black Rod’s Gate (unfortunately Black Rod
wasn’t there).
We were finally allowed to enter and managed to get through the security ok – even
Doeke was allowed in. In a lovely room with a terrace on the banks of the river Thames
we were served drinks and canapés (or was it canaries?), with Andy and Penny snapping
up most of them. It was a beautiful setting and very fitting for such a prestigious award
ceremony. We recognised faces that were more commonly seen on Prime Minister’s
Question Time. A photographer was snapping us up right, left and centre and we just
about managed to stop Doeke signing everyone’s programme. Then the ceremony started.
When it got to the Rural Enterprise category we were all really nervous. We were up
against 6 other really good candidates. The runner up was announced - it wasn’t us. Then
the winner was introduced. As they were talking about the winner, it slowly dawned on us
- they were talking about us! We could not believe we had won. Again the photographer
was taking lots of pictures and we couldn’t stop smiling.
We would like to say a big thank you to all the Friends and anyone who isn’t a Friend yet
for voting for us and writing something on the Countryside Alliance website. The judges
said that the local support that Clinks Care Farm has was so good to see. We have never
won a big national award before, so it is a real milestone for Clinks Care Farm and such an
accolade for our work.
We were all very tired on the way back and some of us even had a snooze in the car.
What a wonderful day it was!
Iris van Zon

DITCHES AND DRAINS
You may have noticed the weather has not been too clement since Christmas, in fact
diabolical is more like it. Sub-zero temperatures, floods of rain that never seemed to stop
and more recently a nasty and unpredicted hailstorm that nearly decimated a newly planted
out crop and young plants waiting to go in the ground. On top of that Clinks is blessed with
clay soils which are unworkable in adverse weather so the overall effect has been delay after
delay in soil preparation and hence planting out and sowing. Undaunted, our magnificent
market gardener Francis has battled ever onwards, smiling through clenched teeth, sprinting
from task to task, working very long hours and making the best of a difficult situation. His
‘stop raining’ dances eventually appeared to work then the sun came out and parboiled
everything and everyone in the polytunnels. Talking of which polytunnel no. 5, through a
Herculean effort by many people is up and running although the soil inside is a claggy,
sticky, spongy morass. It should be noted that all growers are having a difficult time, many
in a worse state than Clinks so we have to congratulate ourselves on the great effort that
everyone has made. Unfortunately we cannot influence the weather but what we can do is
improve drainage so it would be a good thing to bring up ditches and drains at every
possible opportunity. Remember, drainage is key. The
onset of the box scheme will be delayed, now you know
why!
From your horticultural correspondent, Terry Cottapot.

Tomatoes in Polytunnel no.5

Beetroots
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The herb garden

Jude and Jenny cleaning
eggs ready for sale

Dannii,
Jonathan,
Daniel, Kylee
and Charlotte
are mulching
the fruit trees

Andy, Pilar
and Jimmy
are hoeing
Colin and Rich filling up the
trough with water for the sheep

‘My way is better!’
Tractor-side discussion with Leon,
Rachel, Mike, Colin and Alex

Charlotte and Alex working
on the electric fences

FOOD NEWS FROM CLINKS CARE FARM!
Now the Spring weather has finally picked up, our produce is growing fast and we
will soon be starting the Veg Box and Meat Box Scheme again. We aim to start the
deliveries in mid-June, but there will be some important changes!
We have decided to condense the delivery area, to make the route more
manageable for the working day of our wonderful volunteers and helpers. This
also makes more sense economically, which has to be considered. The new
delivery area will be Chedgrave, Loddon, Thurlton, Haddiscoe, Aldeby, Burgh St
Peter, North Cove, Worlingham, Beccles, Bungay, Earsham and Ditchingham. These
areas form a rough rectangle on the map and we will deliver to any addresses
within this area. We have really valued the support of our friends and customers
outside this area, who we will no longer be able to deliver to, but hope you will
appreciate why we need to make these important changes. Some customers have
already made plans to have their box delivered to a friend within the new area, or
are planning to come to the farm to collect their box.
As before, the boxes are extremely good value for this type of scheme and the
price is remaining the same. As the season progresses, there will be a great range
of produce, some familiar staples and some more unusual things. We also want to
include information and recipe suggestions for some of the seasonal or less
common items. If anyone has any family favourite recipes, or ideas for produce,
do let us know. We would love to share them. More information and application
forms for the Veg and Meat Box schemes can be found on the Website
Please send any ideas, queries or feedback to:
localfood@clinkscarefarm.org or call the Farm Shop mobile: 07881105191

What could be better
than a meal prepared
from Clinks Care Farm
produce!

A typical veg box

Alex and Rachel are checking the sheep,
looking out for Flystrike and healthy feet
The Friends of Clinks Care Farm would like to thank Mulberry Kitchen Studios in Beccles for
sponsoring the printing of the newsletters for the coming year.
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